STYLE,
prestige
AND TRADITION

YACHTS

The Italian Sea Group
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Under the motto “Style, Prestige and Tradition are our values”, The Italian
Sea Group is nowadays one of the world’s biggest conglomerate groups
in boating, with 145 ships and 420 yachts launched, a total production
area of 100,000 sqm and over 1000 people at work. Managed by the
entrepreneur Giovanni Costantino, The Italian Sea Group is today present
in the market with five different brands: Admiral, Admiral Sail, Tecnomar,
NCA and Franck Muller Yachts.
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offices on four leves where art blends with the yacht building process and luxury interiors enhance
the experience for their Guests and serve as an inspiration for their Guests’ own Yacht’s interiors.
The shipyard’s interior and exterior premises host a rotating art gallery where known and emerging
artists display their work throughout the year.
A countless choice of woods, marbles, textiles, leathers and more allow every new Owner to
materialize their dream yacht into reality. The large team of talented interior designers convert the
Clients feedback into a unique project. Elegance is always the common denominator.
Tradition and innovation blend to form four distinct brands under the Italian Sea Group with the
capacity to produce yachts up to 200 m.
The definition of luxury, quality and design, Admiral is the Group’s flagship brand. Its diversified fleet
range consists of ten distinct series from 37 to 145 meters. Admiral has launched 136 yachts since
1966.
Admiral Sail comes to offer great value in high end luxury motor sailers penned by famous designer
Philippe Briand and ranging from 38 to 60 meters. All motor sailers feature an exclusive design with
innovative features and put a special emphasis on cruising safety and comfort onboard.
Tecnomar is the definition of sportiness, speed and customization. Its diversified fleet range consists
of two distinct series and one custom series up to 50 meters under 500GT. Tecnomar has launched
284 yachts since 1987.
The epitome of duty commercial construction, Nuovi Cantieri Apuania (NCA) has a vast know-how
and expertise, along with impressive facilities which have been transferred into the yachting hub of
the Italian Sea Group enabling the building of mega yachts up to 200 meters. NCA has delivered 145
ships and vessels up to 250 meters long since 1942.
Franck Muller Yachts is a project born from the encounter of two strong and visionary personalities:
Mr. Giovanni Costantino, Chairman of The Italian Sea Group, one of the world’s premium yachting
Groups and Mr. Vartan Sirmakes, owner and co-founder of Franck Muller, one of the world’s most
famous and prestigious watch makers.
www.theitalianseagroup.com
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